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false conclusion on the ground that it were impossible that a mind so
highly gifted in one respect should be alike distinguished in the other.
But if his productions may be allowed to speak for him, I think it will be
difficult to show that he was not equally at home in the depths as on the
heights; and some of his works, particularly that on Natural Theology,
exhibit the two qualities blended in beautiful proportions. I hesitate
not to say, that any man who could reason like Chalmers and do nothing
else, or any man who could soar like Chalmers and do nothing else, or
any man who could contrive and execute like Chalmers, as is evinced
by his connection with the whole Free Church movement, and do nothing
else, would be a great man in any country or in any age; but the union
of the several faculties in such proportion and such degree constitutes
a character at once unparalleled and imperishable."

Among the various references to this genius of. Chalmers
for the practical, which, according to Sprague, would have
constituted him a great man even had it been his only
faculty, we know not a finer or more picturesque than that
which we find in a truly admirable article in the last number
of the "North British Review." The picture-for a. picture
it is, and a very admirable one-exhibits specially the in

spiriting effect of the quality in a time of perplexity and trial.
It is when dangers run high that the voice of the true leader
is known : the storm in its hour of dire extremity exhibits
the skill of the accomplished pilot.

When the courts of law revoked," says the reviewer, "the liberty
of the Scottish Church, much as he loved its old Establishment, much
as he loved his Edinburgh professorship, and much more as he loved his
two hundred churches, with a single movement of his pen he signed them
all away. He had reached his grand climacteric; and many thought that,
smitten down by the shock, his gray hairs would descend in sorrow to
the grave: it was time for him "to break his mighty heart and die."
But they little knew the man. They forgot that spirit which, like the
trodden palm, had so often sprung erect and stalwart from a crushing
overthrow. We saw him that November. We saw him in its Convoca
tion,-the sublimest aspect in which we ever saw the noble man. The
ship was fast aground; and as they looked over the bulwarks, through the
mist and the breakers, all on board seemed anxious and sad. Never had
they felt prouder of their old first-rate, and never had she ploughed a
braver path, than when, contrary to all the markings in the chart, and
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